Beginning with the work of von Ihering (1904), the nature of the nest has been used for formulating systematic hypotheses within the family Tyrannidae. Here, I provide several records of cavity nesting by Great Kiskadees (Pitangus sulphuratus). I then discuss nest location (exposed vs. concealed) and nest structure (cup-shaped vs. domed) of Tyrannus relatives (12 genera and ca. 33 species) as they relate to the systematics of the group, and suggest that cavity nesting is a primitive trait in certain branches of the Tyrannidae.
ground below the nest was littered with insect fragments and pellets. The nest was inactive on 25 September, but by 8 October a pair of House Sparrows (Passer domesticus) occupied the nest and subsequently nested successfully. The remains of the kiskadee nest were visible on the church wall five years after I discovered the nest.
On 7 December 1993, I found another nest, nearly identical to the nest described above, in a niche 10.54 m above the ground in a side wall of the same church.
This nest also was partly protected by a vertical column. Old pellets typical of those produced by Great Kiskadees were on the ground beneath the nest. Judging by the appearance of the nest and pellets, I am confident that the nest was constructed by Great Kiskadees. On 27 November 1995, I found a third kiskadee nest in this same niche, but saw no kiskadees Cavity nesting must have appeared early in the Tyrannus group, being a primitive character because cavity nesters need only build a simple cup within an existing site. The evolutionary shift from secondary cavity nesting to building a domed nest would maintain the advantages of cavities (i.e. concealment from predators and protection from wind and rain) while obviating the need to acquire and defend a scarce resource that is exploited by many species of animals (Collias and Collias 1984). Indeed, the aggressive habits of tyrannines might be related to building and maintaining nests in exposed situations, as suggested by von Ihering (1904). The fact that several species that normally build a globular nest occasionally revert to nesting in cavities (i.e. Myiozetetes and Pitangus) suggests that domed nests evolved as substitutes for cavities. In addition, the Piratic Flycatcher (Legatus leucophaius) is a nest parasite of species that use closed nests (Skutch 1960, Sick 1985) , which may be a sign that it evolved from a line that built closed nests or used cavity nests.
Facultative or obligate cavity nesting occurs in several branches of the phylogenetic tree proposed by Lanyon (1984) for the Tyranninae. The genetic background for cavity nesting may be present but unexpressed in some tyrannid groups, and expressed occasionally in other species that normally build opencup or domed nests. I hypothesize the latter to apply for Great Kiskadees and Social Flycatchers. Under this evolutionary scenario, facultative cavity nesting would be an expression of ancestral behavior. I propose the Latin term "arbocavicola" ("arbocavicolous" in English) as a technical and more concise substitute for "tree-cavity nesting," "tree-hole nesting," or "tree-cavity using" animals, following the rules for scientific neologisms in Brown (1985) . The complete neologism would be "arbocavinidicola," pertaining to the use of a tree cavity for nesting. General neologisms would be "cavicola," for use of any cavities, and "cavinidicola," for use of any cavities for nesting. (McVaugh 1972, 1975) . Their heads were marked with a gray-brown crown that extended down the nape of the neck and graded to a slate gray on the back and wings (see Fig. 1 ). The sides of the neck and breast varied among individuals from slate gray to pale rufous. All juveniles were white on the head and undersides of the neck and body. Their irides were yellow, and their bills were black above and dark orange below, grading to black distally. The legs were yellow-green proximally and posteriorly, grading to dark on the distal anterior surface. There was no brownish-red color on the primary or secondary coverts or on the sides of the neck or breast, as would be typical of juvenile Tricolored Herons.
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